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Bie rational design of high ontpnt ccmibv.stors for jet propelled
aircraft requires an acctii'ats knowledge of liquid vaporization rates©
A possible means of acq-uiring this knowledge is through the use of
an experimental test apparatus •viiich simulates liie preignition zone
of a combiistoro Such an apparatus with the proper instruaientatian
can provide the experimental data necessary to calculate -aie heat
transfer involved in the vaporisation of a fuel sprajo It is belle
that this heat transfer data in conjunction Dsitii a mean drop siza
for the spray can be correlated with theoretical single droplet cal-
1
dilations to obtain vaporization rates o This project^ performed
in conjunction with Famswccrth" who designed a test apparalxis for
the stady of fuel spray vaporization processes^, was concerned with
the fabrication and testing of the experimental test apparatuso
Preliminary test nans were made to determine the limitations
and capabilities of the test equipment o It was found that the test
equipment in its original configuration was severely limited in its
ability to provide controlled independent variation of the boundary
condition parameters of interest in fuel spray studieso Some rede-
sign and modifications were incorporated into the test equipment^
howeverJ budgetary limitations did not permit immediate lraplementa'=
tion of all modifications that appeared desirable
»
In an effort to show the possibilities of ihe eaqjerimental
equipaent and to indicate the method of attack proposed ^ data were
obtained for temperatiire changes due to the vaporization of a fuel
spray in air streams of vailous velocitleso These data were
iv

essentially point surveys since control over the IxHindarj' paraineters^
other -than air stream -velocity,, was not possible,, Therefore s, the
effects of velocity changes co\£Ld not be isolated and stiidiedo
It is believed that the tests performed indicated ttiat the
basic test apparatus and the method of att3.ck proposed offer many
interesting possibilities in the study of fuel spray vaporisation
processes o It is recoranended that this work be continue do Detailed
recomruendaticns for modification of the test equipment and suggestions




Statement of the Problem
The rational design of high output combustors for jet propelled
aircraft requires an accurate knoviledge of the phases which a hetero=»
geneoxis mixture of air and fuel passes between the point of fuel
1injection and the point -where ignition occurso This ignition delay
period canj for purposes of discussion^ be divided into physical
and chemical couiponents^ although no clear-cut cK-Vision exists in
the actual case and the relative magnitudes of the two cotiponents
is not known* The physical component^ ioSo^ the vaporization ccm^
ponenti, ifiust inevitably precede the chemical component^ at least
partially* Obviously, knowledge of the magnitude of and the factors
affecting the physical component is of great importance in any study
of the ignition delay period and knowledge of the ignition delay
jjeriod is of prime importance in combustor design©
When a liquid fuel is injected into the preignition zone of
a ramjet, turbojet j, or axi afterburner , the fuel is believed to go
through the following stages? The fuel leaves -the nozzle orifice
as a ligament or sheeto The ligament then quickly breaks up into
a large number of -various sized dropletso As soon as the droplets
are formed there is a tremendous increase in the surface area of the
liquid exposed to the air and appreciable heat transfer from the
combustion chamber air to the fuel then becomes possible » As ttie
heat transfer takes place, the droplets heat up and start to lose
their mass by vaporization and diffusion into the aire
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The droplet size and velocity relative to the air both have
marked effects on the heat and mass transfer* From the moment of
their formationj, the droplets are subjected to aerodynamic drag
forces which tend to reduce Ihe relative velocity between the droplet
and the combustion chamber air stream. After a certain time has
eLapsed^ each individual droplet reaches an equilibriimi teB5)erature
eqtial to the wet bulb temperature corresponding to -the boundary condi-
tions obtaining for that droplet at -the moment and the droplet remains
at its wet bulb teuperature until it has completely vaporized.
The smaller droplets reduce their relative velocity rapidly and
give vcp their mass and conpletely vaporize relatively rapidly, so
they travel as droplets only a short distance into the ccmbustion
chamber. The larger droplets are slower in reaching their equilib-
riura conditions and in completely vaporizing© In fact, some of "the
larger droplets are probably not completely vaporized until "they
move into the actual zone of combustion. A cloud of vapor from the
smaller droplets, the vapor being given up by -the larger droplets,
plus what remains of the larger droplets move down the combustion
chamber to some point -where a combustible mixture is formed and igni-
tion may be instigated at that point.
Numerous investigators have made detailed studies of various
individual problons idiich are integral parts of the over-all vapori-
zation problem. For exaitples drop size distribution data, '
vaporization rates and heat transfer coefficients for liquid drops,





Sl°(f7akil3 Dyehara, and Myers have made a very searching theoretic
cal investigation of the mechanism by -which single fuel drcplets
vaporize in an air streamo It is with their Xirork as background that
this project is undertaken
»
Method of Attack
It is fully realized that the complexity of the fuel spray
vaporization process is such that a purely analytical approach to the
problem is not feasible now nor x-dll it likely be so in the near
future. However^, it is believed that an experimental approach to ob=
tain data which can be -used in conjunction with the contdnuiiy^
energy-j and momentum^ equations hereafter referred to as 1iie basic
fluid flow equations may serve to (l) provide useful information
about the effects of various parameters on spray vaporization^ (2) pro-
vide information in regard to the design of apparatus to experiment;ally
study sprays^ (3) indicate the usefulness of the fluid flow equations
(with necessary assumptions) as a tool for spray analysis^ and
(h) provide a means to correlate the experimental spray data with
the theoretical single droplet studies to obtain vaporization rates,,
It is believed "ttiat the experimental measurement of any one
or all of "the following parameters i static pressure change^ static
temperat\ire change, and/or velocity change | "td.ll serve to give
reasonable data for the heat transfer involved in the vaporization
process© This heat transfer data then can be used in conjunction
with a mean drop size for the spray to obtain mass transfer (vapori<=
zation) data by correlation -with previous worko Provision for
control of -the various boundary conditions affecting the fuel spray

-il-
vaporization offers the possibility of studying the effects of varia°
tion of the boualary conditions on -i^e -paporization processo
Famswortii" designed an ej^jerimental apparatus (essentially
a small open circuit wind tunnel) wilii a test section especially
fitted out to simulate that portion of a jet engine combustion
chamber in which Hie fuel spray •vaporizeso The instnunentation and
controls provided were incorporated for the specific puipose of pro-
viding a piece of test apparatus to stuc^ fuel sprays by the ras-^iod
of attack outlined above..
This project 3 then^ proposed to (l) work with Famsworth in
the fabrication of the test apparatus^ (2) test this apparatus to
determine its limitations and capabilities as a tool in fuel spray
studies^ and (3) use a portion of "the experiiaental data obtained
during -Uie test runs to check the feasibility of using the Huid
flcnr equations in fuel ^ray studies* The originali, more ambitious^,
proposals visualized making actual spr^ valorization analyses to
stttc^y the effects of one or more of the boundary conditions*, Tedmi=






The design of ihe experimental apparatus iised in this investi-
gation -was reported by Famsifortho The experimental apparatus -vms
built by Farnsworth and this writer in the Mechanical Engineering
Laboratories at the University of Minnesotao Although a fairly com-
prehensive description of the test equipment ra.ll be made here^ the
reader is referred to Famsworth for a detailed analysis of the de-
sign considerations -viiich were incorporated in the wind tunnelo
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of Hie wind tunnel and its
air supply system as it was originally designedo It is to be noted
that this original design differs from the final design^ shown
schematically in Figure 2g only in the means of providing the air
flow through the tunnel and the necessary piping and valve change s<,
In the original design the air flow was furnished by the use of a
four-cylinder^ four-cycle Wright Gypsy aircraft engine^ Figures
5 and 6p which had been modified to serve as a two-cycle suction
1
pumpo The prime mover for the suction pump was an eight=cylinder
Hudson automobile engine o When preliminary tests were started it
was discovered that the volumetric efficiency of the suction puir^
was considerably lower than had been anticipated^ in fact^ so low
that reasonable test section velocities were ^obtainable*
Ihe rigid time schedule and the unavailability of a suitable
replacement suction pump made it necessary to redesign for a differ-
ent air supplyo A centrifugal coii5)ressor having ample capacity for
the air flow desired was available and was incorporated into the

Mind tunnel system as shown in Figure 2o The coit5)ressor and its
prime mover^ a l65 horsepower Lycoming tank aigine^ are shown in
Figure 7« Bie Lycoming engine was not equipped with a governor and
had to be controlled by a throttle adjustment made at a remote con°
trol station shown in Plgure 8»
Figures 3 and h show the layout of the wind tunnel and its
pertinent dimensions
o
The air flow path was from the compressor into a large manifold
and thence into the wind tunnel intake ductso A by-pass valve was
provided to allow for fine adjustments of air How since the com-
pressor, driven by an ungovemored engine ^ was subject to flow
fluctuations o The air then passed through an air rotometer and into
the outside jacket of the heater section. Figures 10 and llo Althou^
tiiere is a throttle valve shown in Figure 2^ this valve served no
useful purpose in the equipment when the air supply was furnished
by the coirpressoro
The heater section has design provision for 12 Chromolax
230 volt 5 2U50 watt, fin-strip electric heaters o The heater sec-
tioHj with its jackets providing some preheat, should produce air
temperatures of approximately ^00 F when the test section air velocity
is ^0 feet per second, according to design calculationSo Budgetary
limitations precluded the installation of all 12 heaters Airing
the original assembly of Ihe equipment «> All eajperimental data re^
ported in this paper was taken with iiie preliminary installation
of only six heaters*

Die air flow ihen proceeds Ihrou^ the settling chamber^
Figure 12^ provided with screens to damp large scale turbulence^,
is accelerated ihrough a nozzle^ and flotjrs into the test section<,
The test section^ shovm in Figures 13^ ihg and l^a has a
square cross-section with inside dimensions of 1; inches by h Inches
and a length of 20 inches « The test section is provided mth glass
side walls for visual and photographic dbservationo Static pressure
taps are provided along the longitudinal center line of the top wall.
at one inch intervals for the entire length of the test sectiono Taps
for the insertion of temperature and velocity probes are provided in
three planes (l) upstream^ approximately in Hie plane of fuel in^
jection^ (2) survey station Noo 1^ approximately 10 3/i| inches down=>
stream from the point of fuel injection^ and (3) survey station Noo 2^
approximately 18 3/k inches downstream from the point of fuel in=
jectiono The locations of the ts^s are indicated by the probes and
the plugs^ used to close unused taps^ in Figxire liio At the two sur--
vey stations the taps provide for a complete survey of the test
section in the vertical direction at three horizontal positions^
locat/Sd one inch from each side wall and at the horizontal center
line©
•Qie fuel is injected into the air stream through a Monarchy
5 gallon per hour^ 30 degree cone^ high-velocity fuel nozzle located
on the test section axis at the test section entrance « The fuel
system consists of a fuel reservoir^ flow meter^ pressure gage,,
control valve^ and the necessaiy piping o Conpressed CO2 provides
the pressurization for the fuel S3^temo A one-half inch water
pipe supported by guy wires at tihie settling chamber exit was used

to hold ihe nozzle i:n portion and serve as a cooling water return
jacket for the fuel cooling water*, The fsiel and thie cooling water
are carried to the area of the fuel nozzle hy onec-fourth ineh and
three thirty-seconds inch copper twMngi, respectiveljj, which are
located inside the one^half inch water pipe and indicated in flgor© 17©
The fuel'-Tsgscr air raixtaire^ after leai?lng the test sec^on^
proceeds through a difftiser into a surge tank, Figure 16^ equipped
with safety blow-out valves to relieve the pressure in case of acci-
dental ignition or explosion* From the surge tank Ihe fuel=vapor air
loi^ctare was ducted into a large manifold and exhausted to the atmosphere
o
Instrmnentaticn
Mr flaw was laeasured by the air rotometer or calculated by
the use of the velocity^ teisperature^ and pressure measurements
o
Air stream taaperature was measured by a shielded thenaocotple lo-
cated at the entrance of Ihe test sectiono A mercury manometer
^
center left of instruraent panels Figure 19 p connected to a stati©
pressure tap located approxiraately at the test section entrance^,
was used to establish the gauge static pressure reference leT^o
As is indicated in Figure 22^ this reference pressure is connected
to the reservoir of the alcohol manometer bank, right side of lnstra=
ment panels so Ihat the readings of the alcohol manometers indicated
differential pressure readings in the cases of the static pressure
readings and indicated Ihe (fynaraic pressure readings for the velocity
probes. Ihe two outside alcohol manometers were connected to the
two velocity probes© AH other alcohol manometers were connected
to the static pressure taps along ^e test section top wall© An

inclined manometer ^ upper left of instnunent panels was provided to
obtain more accurate readings of static pressure differences between
the plane of fuel injection and the survey stations j, Noo 1 and Moo 2o
Two total head probes were provided for the measurement of velocity
at the test section entrance and at -the two airvey stations
»
Two ironiconstantan thermocouple probes -with special baffles^
designed to deflect liquid droplets away from the thermocouple sensing
element, were provided to survey the fuel^vapor air mixture at ihe
two downstream survey stations o Figures 20 and 21 show the general
details of the theimocouple probe constructiono Since only two -thermo-
couple probes I'lere available ^ it was necessary to shift the probes to
obtain the typical survey patterns as shown in Figure 23 o Probe posi°
tions are designated by column for horizontal position and by row
for vertical positiono Further discussion of these probes is offered
in the Results and Discus si on^ since it is believed that iiiey have
considerable bearing on the experimental data obtainedo
Fuel flow was measured by a fuel rotometer^ upper left edge
of instrument panels and the fuel pressure was measured by the fuel
pressure gauge o A globe valve located at the exit of -the fuel
rotometer provided a means of controlling the rate of fuel fla^o
Fuel temperature was measured by a thermocouple element embedded
in the base of the fuel nozzle filter chamber
o
All thermocouples were wired to a thennocouple switchboardo
A direct reading Leeds and Northrup potentiometer unit was provided
so that any desired ten^erataare could be read directly in degrees





Bie experimental atpparatiis as originally conceived and designed
offers a tremendous field of possibilities for iroyestigations of fuel
spray vaporization processes© The over-all fuel spray vaporization
studies may include investigation of the effects of variation of test
section entrance ten^jeraturej, velocity^, and sta-M-C pressure | fuel»air
ratioj fuel jn:"essure and temperaturei fuels| and possibly several
others* Bie testing program that will be necessary to complete these
overfall fuel spray vaporization studies idiich can be accommodated by
the basic experimental apparatus will probably involve several thousand
man-hours of work and will be a matter of two or ihree years in being
completed and is far beyond the scope of this project© This project
proposed to assist Famswor-th in the fabrication of the experimental
apparatus^ test the equipment^ and -then proceed as far as time r©=
quirements would allow into the actual fuel spray vaporization studies ©
Since several htmdred man-hours were spent in the fabrication of "Oie
equipment^ it was realized that the scop© of this investdgatian could
proceed little further than testing the equipment ©
A series of preliminary test runs were made to check the de-
sign calculations and determine the operating limits of the eatperi^
mental apparatus » Famsworth made vriocity surveys at the two sur-
Tey stations and reported satisfactory velocity profiles with no
large scale turbulence or cross flowo Since the pa^iraary c*)jective
of this investigation was to test the equipment for vaporization
erfeudiesj all test runs had to be made in operating limits that would
insure sufficient vaporization to produce measurable effects on the

»!!'=
test section air streamo These effects were to be measured as static
pressure^ static tempera.ture5 and velocity changes of the test sec-
tion air sfcream»
Bie preliminary test runs indicated that the equipment as
originally built imposed serious limitations on the operating condi-
tions that coTild be usedo These rinfiitations were (l) the velocities
attainable with the suction pump configuration were unacceptably low.
(2) the air temperatures ^ that could be obtained wi.th the prelimnary
installation of only one-half of the heaters g were marginal and almost
unacceptably I0W5 and (3) the combination of low velocity and low
temperature resulted in little actual vaporization and introduced
severe thermocouple wetting problems
^
particularly at survey station
NOe lo
Redesign of the air supply system was undertaken and the problem
of too low velocities was eliminatedo Concurrent with the air supply
redesign 5 thermocouple probe No* 1 xras modified by removing the
second baffle and moving the thermocox:rple elatient to a point well
inside the leading cone baffle o Thermocouple probe Noo 2 ranained
as was and had its thermocouple well back in the probe inside the
third baffle 5 Figure 21 » The air supply redesign imposed limita-
tions and caused other difficulties© No satisfactory means of inde-
pendent control of static pressure and velocity were incorporated
in the redesign due to budgetary and time schedule requirements
o
Therefore 3 tiie possibility of study of the effects of static pressure
on vaporization was eliminated from ihis project^ since velocity
changes always caused static pflr-essure changes
o

The redesigned air supply which worked at positive gaioge
pressTjires provided a sizeatle increase in the air stream densityo
!IMs density increase in conjtmction with the higher velocities^
which were necessary to obtain ajpreciable vaporization^ caused a
large increase in the mass flow of the airo Since the fuel system
had been designed with capacity to give typical fuel-air ratios at
the lower mass flow rates of the air^ it was found that the fuel-air
ratios which couLd be obtained with maximum fuel flow^ and the increased
air flow were quite lowo PueQ. leakage around the exit of the thermo^
coiple leads f^cra liie fuel noazle filter chaaber necessitated tiie use
of fuel pressures of 70 psig or lesso Several attanpts to step this
leakage were made but no satisfactory results were obtained© Con°
sequently^ the fuel system had to be operated at pressures of 70 psig
or lesso The possibility of isolating and studying the effects of
typical fuel=air ratios on vaporization was largely eliminated©
By far the most severe ojjerating limitation occurring was the
limitation Imposed by the attainable air stream teiiperature « Since
the driving force in the vaporization and diffusion process is the
vapcr pressure of the liquid fuel and since the vapor pressure is an
exponential function of the temperature^ low temperatures give rise
to very small amounts of vaporization*) To measure the effects of
the vapootization on the test section air stream^ it was necessary
to obtain the maximum vaporization possible | therefore^, it was
necessary to use the maxiiram temperature attainable at all times©
To further complicate the tenperature problemi, the variation of the
air stream velocity naturally affected the temperature obtainable
since the air stream passed over the heaters at different velocities*

Since the preliminary test runs indicated severe limitations
on "the operating conditicais attainable and pointed out the difficul-
ties of independent control of the variables so Ihat their effects
might be isolated and studied^ the original, test program had to be
quite limited in scope,, However j, it is believed that the prelimioaiy
test runs served a very useful p-urposeo The information and eacperi-
ence gained in these runs dictated the procedure to be used for the
testing program for this project and served as a basis for most of
the reocmmendations^ offered later^ for desi.gn refinements of the
test equipment
o
!nie test program consisted of a series of runs at four differ-
ent velocities (lOl^ 122^ 155^ and 179 feet per second) ^ since
velocity appeared to be the variable most subject to reasonable con<=
trolled variationo The odd numbers used for velocities were due to
the fact that predetermined dynamic pressure heads^ which were used
in the actual runs to set the velocity^ were based on estimated tem-
peratures » The precalculated dynamic heads were for velocities of
lOOj 125j l50^ and 175 feet per second. It should be noted that
these runs were of little or no value in studying velocity effects
on vaporization since the other vatlables such as test section entrance
static pressure, static temperaturej and fuel-air ratio were not
under control
o
Each run, which is defined as the taking of a complete set
of data at a particular velocity, consisted of two parts o First a
complete temperature survey at each of the two downstream survey
stations with a survey pattern as indicated ±a Figure 23 was made
Td.th no fuel being injected into the test sectiono This part of

the nm provided a means of obtaining a temperature profile of the
dry air stream «iiich could be tisod for calibration purposes© Kien
the survey was repeated with fuel injectiono The fuel used for these
runs was benzoic During the second part of the run^ atteapts to
measure static pressure and v^ocity changes were made^ bat with no
success o As indicated by Sair^jle Calculation Noo 1 of Appendix B^
these variations were very small and were largely masked by fluctua-
tions of the flow caused by compressor RPM fluctuationSo
The actual mechanics of conducting each run were dxplicated
as nearly as possible for each run to minimize possible errox^o
The engine and compressor were started and the wind tunnel heaters
turned ono Approximately one to one and one=half hours of operation
of the equipment with low air velocities was needed to heat up the
mass of steel in the wind tunnel and let the toflperatxires stabilize o
Approximately 10 to 15 minutes before a run was started^ the coiT5)resscr
was brou^t up to sufficient RPM and Uie by-pass valve ad;justed to
set the dynamic pressure to a precalculated value to give the desired
test section velocity.. Bie dynamic pressure reading was checked
every few seconds and the ty-»pass valve adjusted to maintain the
desired Telocity as nearly constant as possible*
As soon as the test section entrance air teuperature became
restabilizedj, it was possible to start the rune One operator set
the thermocouple probes by steps to each of the positLcms shown in
Figure 23 J and maintained the ad;Justiiient of the by-pass valve to
maintain constant velocity© A second operator read and recorded
the temperature data for the entrance air and the two survey stationso

Ihe second operator also controlled the fuel flow and recorded fuel
flow^ fuel temperature^, and fuel pressure readings o Each run^ there-
fore*, consist/ed of lOli survey temperature readings., lOU readings of
entrance air temperaturej, and Ihe accessory fuel datao Each theimo<=
couple probe was used to take readings ±a each position of each
survey station for each runo It was believed that this was necessary
to prpTlde a possible cross-cheek on the experimental data or to indi-
cate any differences in 1he behavior of the thermocouple probes©

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Siis investigation was designed to test the es^serimental
apparatus designed by Famswarth" and to obtain what experimental
data tiiat time limitations -would allowo The results of the preliirdnarj
testing of the equipment have been discussed in the Ebcperimental
Procedure section of this paper 3 since a history of Ihe results of
the preliminary tests dictated the experimental procedure that was
foilowed o
The ^sperimental data that were obtained are ^own in TaKLes I
and rie These data were reduced by the metJiod explained in Appendix Ao
In the process of reducing the data^ it was noted that Ihe diy survey
data were practically constant for each individual probe position
at a particular survey station regardless of velocity or of the probe
usedo It was decided that a single calibration correction sheet for
each survey station would be used in the processing of the dai^©
These two calibration sheetsc, Figtire 2\xs al.so present a picture of
the temperature profiles at the two survey stationso It must be
rememberisdi, when using the calibration figures to visualize a tem«=
perature profile, that plus corrections indicate tenperatures colder
than the reference level and minus corrections indicate temperatures
warmer than Ihe reference level o
The temperature profiles which were obtained are not satisfac-
tory but time schedule requirements did not permit time for correc-
tive measureSo It is b^ieved iiiat tiie installation of the remaining
six heaters will correct this problemi however^ if it does not^ then
guide vanes to redistribute iiie flar over the heaters idll prcbably




As isas previously mentioned^ "the e^qjerinental data obtained is
of little value in showing the effects of vaiying velocity on the
vaporization process© ThiSj, of course^ Tsas due to the fact that
the other variables were not under control and the effect of velociigr
variation could not be isolated and studied© This experimental data
then is essentially a point survey of several individual points and
serves primarily as a test of the equipment and instrumentationo
Die experimental data of Tables I and II ai>e plotted in
Figures 2$ tJirough 32 o The plots show general trends that were to
be expectedo The temperature drops were the greatest near the longi-
tudinal axis of the test section*, T^iis effect is due primarily to
the fact that the local fuel-air ratios are considerably higher in
this portion of the air streamo More vaporization takes place in
this area of high fuel<=air ratios and more heat is extracted fjrom the
air stream^, thus the higher tenperature drops « Another consideration
to keep in mind is the fact that the vapor formed in the outer por-
tions of the air stream becomes a part of a lean mixtaireo The pre«
ponderance of hot air in the outer portions of the stream tends to
superheat the mixture© This latter effect tends to give small tem<=
perature drops in the outer portions of the test sectiono
The experimental data provides some very interesting iiiforma.ticii
regarding thermocouple probe design for measurements of te;nperature
in wet mixtures of fael^vapor and air© Both thennocouple probes
were used to measure temperature at each position in all test runso
It was noted that the Noo 1 probe always gave lower readings than
the Noo 2 probe when reading the wet mixture air stream temperature
o
TMs indicated that the probes reacted differently idien exposed to
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the wet irdxttire air stream^ although no aich differing reaction had
been noted in the dry s\irvey data©
A ihenaocouple element reports the tesrperature which the theruK*-
couple itself attains <, In nonflow problems the thermocouple essen-
tially reaches the tenperature of its surroundings and therefore can
be used to report the teu^jerature of the surrounding raedimno Such
is not the case when the medium moves past the thermocouple © Ihe
tJiermocoiple still reports the temperature that it attains ^ but this
temperature depends on the balance of heat transfer to and from the
thermocotple itself., In the thermocouples under dLscussionj, it is
believed that the heat flaw to the thermocouple comes primarily by
convection frcm the air flow over the thermocouple o The heat il.ow
out is believed to be the result of radiation of the thermocosjple
to the baffle surrounding ito
With these considerations in mind the following possible ex-
planation for the thermocouple reaction is offered. The air or
vapor-air mixture flow over both thermocouples was essentially the
same, although the baffles on the probes differ sOLightlyo The
baffles protected the thermocotples from the liquid droplets so no
wetting of the thermocouple element itself was normally present©
Therefore 5, the heat flow to either thermocoxple was essentially
equal o During dry runs all the baffles on both probes reached
approximately equal temperatures© Since the heat flow from the
thermocouple depended on the temperature of the body to liiich heat
was being radiated^ thus the heat flow frxym. each thermocouple •was
essentially eqial© The heat 11.ow then balances at the same point
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and the theimocoTiples ^oiild reach and report the same tejnpera.ttirej,
as -was the case in the experimental diy survey runso During the wst
runs it is believed that -tiie forward baffle of a probe is partially
wetted by fuel droplets and assiMes a considerably lower tai^jeratiare
than the back baffleso Therefore^ the thermocouple of probe Noo 1
which is located within and is radiating essentially to Hie forward
cone baffle would attain and report a lovrer temperature than the
thermocouple of probe No« 2 which is located in and is essentially
radiating to the third baffle on its probe e
It ±3 believed that the readings obtained with thermocoiple
Noo 2 represent the most accurate datao It is fully realized^, however^,
that this data may contain considerable error^ since "the problem of
measuring the tonperature of a moving wet mixture is far from solvedo^
The design and development of a reliable thermocouple probe for
teirperature measurements in a moving wet mixture would be an accomplish-
ment of consideratO^e stature and would be an invaluable aid in the
study of fuel sprays
»
Sample calculations are presented in Appendix B to indicate
the method of using the experimental data in conjunction with the
equations of continuity^ energy 5, and momemtumo These equations re°
duce to the case of three equations and four unknowns o If one un-
known can be e^q^ei^mentally determined^ then it is possible to solve
for the other unknowns » Ihis Tiras the case of the work done in Sample
Calculation Noo 1 of Appendix Bo In case two or more of the un-
knowns can be determined e3cperiraentally5 "Scien the equations provide a
means of cross«°checking the experimental data as well as a means of
solving for the other unknowns o
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Sample Calculation Noo 2 of Appendix B was made to indicate
the possibility of obtaining more realistic eaperiraental data vdth
the basic test apparatus slightly modified* It is to be noted iiiat
the use of a higher entrance air temperature^ a higher fuel-air rati.05
and a fuel -with slightly higher latent heat of vaporization would pro-
"Tide significant changes in static pressure and velocity.
Although the equations provide a complete solution Td.tli the ex-
perimental measurement of any one parameter^ it is believed that a
much better experimental analysis of fuel spray vaporization processes
can be made if all three e3qperimental measurements can be obtained
and cross-checked against each othero It is baLieved that the experi°
mental measurement of static pressure changes offers the best possi<=
bility of obtaining accurate data if the equipment is operated Td.thin
limits to provide measurable changes in this parameter o It was the
original intent of this investigation to depend primarily on eapeid-
laental data for static pressure changes as a means for solving the
fluid flow equations^ however ^ the operating limitations imposed by
the present test equipuKnt configuration forced the dependence on
the temperature datao
Hie results of this investigation have shown the operating
limits of the test equipment in its present conCigurationo The ex-
periai§ntal data that were obtained ^owed the possibility of measur-
ing some of tile parameters that are of in^jortance in tiie sttidy of
fuel spray vaporization processes* Sample calculations verified
the need for modification of tiie test equipment so that more realiistic
e^fperimental data mig:ht be obtained* Furtiier modification of iliie
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basic test apparatus to provide for independent control over vaiioiis
para.Tiieters, i«e«^ entrance static pressurej, temperature^ .fuel-air
ratio, etc., so that they may be isolated and their effects studied^
will provide futijre investigators with a very tiseful tool to study
fuel sprays a The addition of photographic equipment capable of
determining drop size distribution will open up the possibility of
correlation of eaqDerimental spray data with El-Wakil's-^ theoretical





Frcm -the preliminary tests and the foregoing discussion it is
concluded thats
le The test apparatus in its present configuration is iK3t a
satisfactory tool f cjr th.e study of fuel i^ray vaporisaticn
processeso
2, The test ^paratus in its present configuration gives suffi-
cient indication of its future possibilities to warrant the
e3q)enditure of time and money for design modifications and
refinements
»
3» Completion of the heater instal.lation and modification to
prcnd-de for independent control of static pressure^) tern-
peraturej, velocity^, and fuel«air ratio over mde operating
ranges will provide a highly satisfactory e^q) erimental tool
for fuel spray studies*
ho The use of the fluid flow equations as a tool in analj^is
of experimental data appears reasonable^ although insuffi-
cient experimental data were obtained to provide conclusive
resuits
o
Suggestions for future investigators using this basic test
apparatus are submitted as follows
s
lo A more stable air supply should be obtained© /deration
of the system under partial vacuum is already proid.ded for
in the wind tunnel construction and would appear to best





The remaining six heaters should be installed and the
wind tunnel sho"uld be insialated f!rom ihe heater section
to the test section to provide sufficiently high air
temperature to insure appreciable vapordzationo A 'Tariac
should be installed in one of the heater circuits to pro-
vide temperature control^
A system to proxdde for independent control of test sec-
tion static pressure and velocity should be incorporated^
A design study of the -Hi erraocouple probes should be made
to provide a basis for reasonable engineering esfcmates
of the errors involved in these measurements^
Ihe operating limits of the fuel system should be broadened
by the installation of a larger capacity f\iel rotometer
and a larger nozzle o Effective sealing ai'ound the exit
of the thermocouple leads from the ftiel nozzle holder
should be incorporated to allow higher fuel pressures^
Provision for photographic equipment capable of recording




T^fPERATDRE MTA. REDUCTION PROCEDURE
Tbe tempera-tore raeas-urements at each position of each survey
pattern consisted of an air steam temperatiire measurement -withDut
fuel injection and a measurement of fuel-vapcr air mixture with fu^
injection* Since the investigation desired to measure the teir?)eratiare
change due to vaporization^ a procedure of data reduction was set up
to isolate these changes
o
!I3ie procedure followed wass
lo The shielded thennocouple located in the test section
entrance was used to survey the test secticn entrance
temperatirre profile
»
2» TMs theiTOocoi^Dle was ihen placed at a position where it
read the mean value of the entrance air tanperattire o This
probe remained fixed in this position throughout all test
runso This thennocouple reading then became liie reference
temperature reading for the i^iole test sectioio
3o The siorvey probe readings without fuel injection were
then taken and two calibration charts^ Figure 2l|<, were
madeo The calibration ehart worked in the following
manners "Hie entrance air ter^erature reads 202 F and the
survey probe reads 192 F» A correction factor of plus
10 degrees is then necessary and appears on the calibra-
tion chart for this particular position on the survey
pattern at the particular survey sbationo Essentially^,

then^) the calibration chart makes corrections that indi,°
cate a fictdtiotis isothermal profile at eadi of ihe two
sur-Tey stations
o
iio The survey probe readings were then taken with fuel in-
jection and the proper calibration corrections applied*,
These corrected readings were then subtracted fi^m ihe
entrance air reference temperature and the temperature
changes due to vaporization were obtalnedo
A sample calculation for probe Noo 2.g statton Noo 2^ positioned
on the test section axis follcwrss
Calibration data - T^ ^ 202 F T^ ^ 192 F
Correction - 202 - 192 ^ +10
Survey data - T^ ^ 211 F !I^ » l8l F
1^ + correction ^ 191 F
A T ^ 211 F « 191 F ^ 20 F.
It is to be noted that ihe entrance air temperature reference
level varied by several degrees during the runs. Since no control
of the temperature reference level was available^ these variations
had to be accepted., However^ it is believed liiat no appreciable
error was thus introduced because temperattires were corrected to liie





USE OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA. WITH THE FLUID FLOW EQUATIONS
In order to use the esqjeriinental da.ta with the continuity^,
energy^ and raonentum equations certain assumptions were necessarjo
Bie assun^tions made wares
lo Mean values of ten^eratare j, stetic pressure ^ and velocity
may be obtained to represent the cross-secticnal profile
of the flow at any station. This reduces the problem to
a one dimensional analysis*,
2o The kinetic energy terras of the energy equation are
negligibly small*
3o The specific heat of the fuel-vapor air mixture is a
constant and equal to the specific heat of the air at the
tenqjeratui'e of the entrance air.
The following sairple calculation indicates the procedure
followed and uses the data from the e2cperimental test run at a
velocity of 101 feet per second, survey station No« 2^ thermocouple
probe Ho. 2. The temperature differences fjrom Figure 26 were used
to obtain a mean temperature drop. Iho mean tenrperature drop T-ras
obtained by;
^T ^ ^^^^ ^ = 9.^2 F,
A
where T^ represents any tenrperature drop on a typical, survey




Sawple Calculation No«, 1
1» Continiiity equatLon,
Cl \H - P2 ^2 ^2 A^ ^k^
Pm ^ 15.67 psia Ta » 670^ V^ ^101,8 fps
f>- p/RT
l5o67 X lUi ^ ,^, « „ Pt2 ^ 1^ ^
^2
670 X 53.3 Tm2 X 53 o.
4^—^ = 2.382
%2
T^ - AT - Tj^ AT = 9.52
%2 - 670 - 9.52 = 660.J48°R
PT2 ^2 = 2o382 x 660.1^8 = 1573«3
2. Energy equation,
C T + Q = C TL,pa ^ p TI2
.2ia(Ta - Tm2) = -Q
.2la(9o52) = 2.29 Btti/lb air
1^ % 225.5 Btu/lb fuel
where
F/A = OoOlOll; is measured expeidmentally.
3. Momentum equation,






P>P2 - l5o67 ^ olia^ « O0OOI39 Vg
from (1) substitute V^ ^ i|Zl23
Pjg^ - 15.8115 Pjg + 2ol85 -
Using "Uie quadratic formula,
Pip a 1506720 psia
•^2
Ap = .002 psi
s' 0O687 inches alcohol
Using (1) ?2 - 15^ " 1^-^ ^^
AV ^ IOI08 - lOOoU = l.li fps.
IDie following sample calculation follows the above procedure
and uses what are considered to be more reasonable values for en-
trance air temperature and fuel air ratioo This calculation is pre-
sented in an effort to show that higher air ten^Derature and a larger
fuel air ratio will cause changes in static pressure and velocity
that are readily measurablWo
Sample Calculation Noo 2
lo Continuity equation,
^1 h \ - f2 ^2 ^2 Ai « A2
P„ ^ 15.67 psia Tg^ ^ 960^ Vl » 100 tps
15.67 X Ikh 3C 100 - ^^
"" ^.^ X V.





2. Energy equation/ p
CpT^* Q - Cp %2
.2ii6(T^
- \) - -Q
Assume Q # ^^0 Btu/lb fuel
Assume F/A = .066?
.2li6(960 - Tj^g) = +36.7
%2 ^ ^^° " ^^^'^ " ^^•^
AT » lli9«li
Using (1) and (2),
Pj2 Vg '^ ^•^^^ X 810 <,6 = 1325.
Tp °" Ti
'




(P^ . 1^.6l)2Mk K ^ £ll2JJl - 1.0667 fiV,^V2^ g g
Pj2 - 15«67 - 0.0953 - ^30099 V2




Py2 - 15 .7652 Pt2 1.31 =

Using the quadratic formtila.
Ft2
AP ^ oOll? psi
- 0I1O2 inches alcohol
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^ig» 5 Suction Pump Side View
Fi^, 6 Suction Pump Top View
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Fig, 7 Engine and Compressor
Fig, 8 Control Fenel for Sngine Operation
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?ig,9 Wind Tunnel and Accessories
Fig, 10 Hef'ter Section Assembled
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^ig« 11 Heater Instellation




Jig. 13 Test Section
Fig. 14 Test Section '"o-i View
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Fi#r. 15 '^est Section Side View























Vis. 19 Instrument Panel
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Figiire 2[t» Calibration Corrections Viewed Downstream
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Figure 2^. Temperature Drop Due to Fuel Vaporization
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5^bl8 lo Temperature Di-ops Due to Fuel Vsporizatlon
Probe Noo 1 Pxobe Noo 2
•""
Station Noo 1 Station No<, \2 Station No« 1 Station No© "i
Probe Tempe Itenpe Teii5)« Tempo
Position Ibrop Drop Dtop Drop
Velocity 101 fps
A2 17 13 3 It
h 29 16 10 9
6 30 Hi 11 13
HL 33 26 18 15
.2 36 20 15 16
3 ill; 26 18 25
k ii5 26 30 20
5 30 28 22 9
6 27 15 16 7
7 27 12 10 10
C2 26 17 7 6




ts 20 12 \ 6
k 33 21 10 10
6 23 15 8 7
EL 30 28 19 8
2 3U 25 19 9
3 U3 32 20 19
h U2 2\ 3U 18
$ 29 17 12 6
6 19 16 13 li
7 19 10 10 7
C2 23 16 hr 10
U 2h Hi 9 8
6 30 19 8 3
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Table II <, Tempera ttire Drops Due to Fuel Vaporization
Probe Noo 1 Probe Noo 2
Station Noa 1 Station Noo 2 Station Noo 1 Station Noo 2
Probe Tempo Teirqpo Teiapo Terapo
Position Drop Drop Drop Drop
Velocity 155 fps
A? 26 17 6 n
k 36 2ii 13 10
6 22 19 11 5
EL 28 30 15 6
2 32 32 19 10
3 ilO 32 17 17
k 39 27 30 16
$ 31 10 11 Ih
6 31 7 8 8
7 2ii 7 10 h
C2 26 16 9 11
h 22 16 9 7
6 30 2ii lU 6
Velocity 179M
A2 26 16 h 5
h 3ii 22 11 10
6 20 17 8 1
HL 31 30 Hi 11
2 3ii 32 Hi 13
3 UO 30 15 20
k iili 26 28 18
$ 28 h 7 6
6 26 2 6 3
7 22 n 9 1
C2 2$ Hi 5 9
h 19 ih 5 5

















Preliminary testing of an
experimental apparatus designed
for study of fuel spray
vaporization in jet engine
combustors.

